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ABSTRACT 
 
A step indentation loading procedure has been proposed to be applied on E-glass/polyester woven laminates impacted 
already with energies from 5 to 20 Joules. The objective of this procedure would be monitoring the residual resistance 
of impact-damaged panels loaded on the opposite side to previous damage, as it can be the case e.g., in highway safety 
barriers. Acoustic emission (AE) has been used for real time monitoring during step indentation tests, in particular by 
investigating AE amplitude distributions, linear localisation at different indentation loads, the occurrence of the Felicity 
effect and the measurement of the Ib value parameter. This, combined with the measurement of indentation moduli, 
proved effective in measuring the properties degradation due to the presence of increasing impact damage. 
 
KEYWORDS: glass fibre composites, acoustic emission, Felicity effect, AE localisation, 
indentation 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Static indentation i.e., the load application by contact at very low rates, is a suitable way to predict 
the value of penetration energy for the laminate. In particular, as discussed in previous papers [1-3], 
when supported over a plate with a hole, indentation is particularly representative of the typical 
impact loading procedure, as standardised e.g., in ASTM D7136-07. 
Linear stiffness values can be given both from static indentation tests [4] and falling weight impact 
tests [5]. It may be suggested that in most cases the value obtained with the latter test is lower, since 
the vibration produced by dynamical striking is likely to produce a larger deformation of the 
laminate, irrespective of whether it is clamped under an anvil or it is simply supported in a bending 
rig. In any case, the two values can represent a suitable range for the material stiffness when 
subjected to impact loading. 
Acoustic emission (AE) has sometimes been applied to monitoring indentation tests, starting from a 
few decades ago, initially mainly on ceramics [6]. On polymer matrix composites, a previous work 
performed on post-impact cyclic indentation tests demonstrated that 2-D localisation plots are 
useful to predict the extension and severity of damage [7]. In addition, step loading procedures 
proved very effective at measuring through the monitoring of AE activity the degradation of 
residual properties of impacted laminates [8]. 
 
In this work, the study of damage evolution, as described from properties degradation at growing 
impact energies, is obtained from the application of further damage on the opposite side of the 
laminate by using a step indentation procedure: this has also some engineering value, in 
applications where damage on both sides may occur. This includes for example highway safety 
barriers, which are in some cases made out of glass fibre reinforced laminates, with the advantage to 
be more flexible on the barrier thickness and also for a less expensive repair/replacement [9].  AE 
data analysis is performed in this case by using 2-D localisation plots. In addition, load is also 
applied some time after the step indentation cycle, so to verify the persistence of the Felicity effect 
i.e., whether acoustic emission is still present at a load inferior than the maximum load previously 
reached during testing. This would indicate, together with the load at which acoustic emission 
resumes, the extent of damage suffered by the composite (the lower the AE resuming load and the 
longer the Felicity effect persistence, the more serious the damage) [10].  
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2. Experimental 
 
The materials investigated in this study were based on twill woven E-glass fibre reinforced 
polyester laminates (Figure 1). The resin employed throughout was an unsaturated polyester with 
styrene as coupling agent. The composites were manufactured using the RTM process. Laminates 
with dimensions 600x600 mm were produced, from which two geometries of samples were 
removed: rectangular beams with dimensions 150x30x5 for three-point flexural tests and square 
plates with dimensions 100x100x5 mm. The two geometries were produced, in quantities of thirty 
samples each. The fibre fraction of all of the composites was 30% in volume (63% wt.). 
The thirty specimens for flexural tests and those produced for impact tests were all divided in six 
categories, of five specimens each: one category was not impacted, whilst the other five were 
impacted with energies of 5, 7.5, 10, 15 and 20 Joules respectively. Flexural tests were carried out 
using an Instron 5584 test machine at a constant crosshead speed of 2.5 mm/min, using a span-to-
thickness ratio equal to 20:1. The strain at midpoint was determined using strain gauges. Falling 
weight impact tests were carried out on a CEAST Fractovis impact system fitted with an anti-
rebound device: specimens were clamped under a 40-mm diameter anvil and impacted using a 
hemispherical 12.7-mm diameter impactor.  
  
Step indentation tests were carried out by indenting the laminates with a 12.7-mm diameter flat-
ended aluminium indentor clamped between the hydraulic grips of a ZWICK 1488 tensile machine 
using a pressure of 15 MPa. The specimens were also clamped at their four corners and the applied 
stress was calculated by dividing the applied load by the cross-sectional area of the indentor. The 
set-up for step indentation is schematised in Figure 2. 
A 20 MPa stress was applied to each specimen and maintained for five minutes, then it was 
increased to 30 MPa and held for five minutes, and so on, up to a final stress of 50 MPa (a 
schematic of the loading programme is shown in Figure 3). After a month from the initial testing 
cycle, a further loading to 50 MPa was applied, to verify the persistence of the Felicity effect. The 
load was applied using a displacement control mode of 0.35 mm/min.  
Acoustic emission activity was monitored during the loading and holding periods, using the 
LOCAN-AT system with two 150 kHz peak frequency sensors. The two sensors were placed 120 
mm apart centre-to-centre at diametrically opposite positions on the plate. The overall amplification 
was 60 dB and the threshold was set at 30 dB, with a triggering voltage of 32 mV. 
 



 
 

Figure 1 Micrograph of a section of the E-glass/polyester laminate (200x magnification) 

 
Figure 2 Experimental set-up for step indentation procedure (dimensions are in mm) 

 



 
Figure 3 Scheme of step indentation loading procedure 

 
3. Results  
 
Photographs of a 50x30 mm part of a sample impacted on the front and indented on the back are 
reported in Figure 4. Post-impact flexural tests show a clear degradation of the material at impact 
energies of 15 and 20 Joules, as from Figure 5a-b. This is partially confirmed by step indentation 
results, in the sense that degradation of the linear stiffness values appears far more significant on the 
20 Joules than on the 15 Joules impacted laminates (Figure 6). 
To the left of Figures 7-12 localisation graphs of the acoustic emission events over the whole inter-
sensor distance 120 mm are shown: for better clarity the events falling inside the indentor distance 
(a diagonal of approximately 18 mm) are highlighted in blue. To the right of the same figures 
amplitude history plots for non-impacted and impacted laminates are reported at the different 
indentation stresses: here, a red line indicating the stress reached at a certain moment in time is also 
reported, in particular to clarify where the acoustic emission events are detected during loading or  
subsequent load hold. In these graphs, a second, higher, threshold for acoustic emission is also 
placed at 60 dB (AE60) to discern between low and high amplitude events, on the lines of what has 
been done already to study post-impact composites performance in [11].  
 
Results of AE analysis from Figure 7-12 can be summarised by the observation of four 
characteristics. These are:  

a. Distribution of AE events dispersed along the whole inter-sensor distance, or located with 
preference inside the indentor area or elsewhere. This would indicate the respective 
significance of indentation damage with respect to other forms of damage, such as 
previously inflicted impact, if appropriate. 

b. Possible detection of the Felicity effect (acoustic emission resuming before the previously 
reached stress). If this is the case, measurement of the Felicity ratio i.e., the ratio between 
the stress level at which continuous acoustic emission begins in load cycle and the maximum 
stress previously reached, is performed. A Felicity ratio value substantially lower than 1 
would indicate that significant damage has accumulated in the laminate [12]. The results for 
Felicity ratio with different impact energies and at different indentation stresses are reported 
in Table 1. 



c. Number of events with amplitude higher than 60 dB with respect to the total number of 
events. The use of a second threshold allows determining an Ib-parameter, which may be 
defined as Ib = (logN1 – logN2)/(a2 – a1), where N where N1 and N2 correspond to 
cumulative AE events at the lower amplitude limit (a1) and upper amplitude limit (a2). The 
second threshold at 60 dB was selected, because it is the lowest amplitude which is 
trespassed by at least one event in all the tests (otherwise the Ib value would be equal to 
+∞): it needs to be noted, however, that Ib becomes more reliable if a significant number of 
events are detected. A high Ib-value indicates the presence of a large number of small AE 
events (slower crack growth), whilst a low Ib-value indicates less events with relatively 
higher amplitude AE (faster crack growth) [13]. It is significant to see the evolution of Ib-
value with impact energy and with indentation stress (the results of this analysis are reported 
in Figure 13). 

d. A final parameter of easier observation is whether acoustic emission disappears during five-
minutes load hold or not, depending on applied load and previous damage. A load hold of 
five minutes would allow sufficient time to evaluate the so-called AE “persistence” during 
this period, as described in [14]. 

 
About the parameter a., it is significant that pure indentation (Figure 7) produces events’ 
distributions (i.e., damage) which are sparse in the whole laminate distance, with some and not 
always very evident predilection for the indentor area. Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 8, it is 
apparent that the effect of impact damage at 5 Joules is still limited: also at low indentation stress 
(20 or 30 MPa), the level of AE activity produced by indentation is much lower, such as if plastic 
deformation due to impact would in a sense lead to a “deafening” of the laminate. To a lesser extent, 
this can also be repeated for Figures 9-11, this time with a substantially larger (and increasing with 
impact energy) amount of acoustic emission and a similarly growing concentration of AE events to 
the centre of the inspected distance. This changes substantially with the highest impact energy (20 
Joules) (Figure 12), where the events are many more in number, and clearly distributed with a kind 
of quasi-Gaussian curve with its peak on the impact and indentation centre (which are 
approximately coincident).  
Results summarised in Table 1 do show that barely indented laminates did not present Felicity 
effect. In practice, at any reloading acoustic emission starts straight from the new load application. 
On the other side, a value between 0.9 and 1 of the Felicity ratio corresponds virtually to the 
presence of a Kaiser effect: hence, when Felicity ratio is in this range it would be suggested that no 
significant damage progression is taking place in the laminate [15]. For impacted and indented 
laminates, Felicity ratio is quite close to this value for impact energies 5, 7.5 and 10 Joules for the 
lowest indentation stress applied. Analysing the results on this line, laminates impacted show 
significantly low Felicity ratios at all indentation stresses for 15 and 20 Joules impacted laminates. 
The measurement of Felicity ratio is usually a quite reliable parameter for studying the onset of 
critical delamination [16]. The real difficulty in this case is the assessment of the resuming of 
continuous acoustic emission activity: this may lead to some oscillation in the value of the Felicity 
ratio itself. For clarity, the values considered for resuming AE (AER) and the previously reached 
load (PRL) for the specimens whose behaviour is described in Figure 8-12 are also given (barely 
indented specimen in Figure 7 does not show any Felicity effect). 
 
Previous indentation 
stress (MPa) 

0 J 5 J 7.5 J 10 J 15 J 20 J 

20 0 0.85 0.82 0.8 0.66 0.56 
30 0 0.8 0.6 0.58 0.6 0.43 
40 0 0.59 0.65 0.5 0.52 0.32 

 
Table 1 Average Felicity ratio for different impact energies and previously applied indentation stress 

(where acoustic emission resumes immediately at reloading, Felicity ratio is equal to 0) 



 
As regards the measurement of the Ib-value, its variation with impact energy and indentation stress 
is reported in Figure 13. The most reliable results, referred to the cases in which more AE events 
were detected, were obtained on the non-impacted laminates and those impacted with the highest 
energies, 15 and 20 Joules. In the former case, crack growth appear to be faster (lower Ib) for 
growing indentation stress, whilst in the latter cases the fastest crack growth is related to their first 
indentation at 20 MPa, suggesting that further indentation produces less damage with respect to that 
introduced already by the impact event. 
 
Data about the persistence of acoustic emission during load hold are reported in Table 2. Acoustic 
emission does tend to persist at all times during load hold for the highest indentation stress (except 
the 5 Joules impacted laminates) and at all levels of indentation stress for the 20 Joules impacted 
laminates. This suggested the idea of studying if this persistence remains still after some time with 
no load applied: therefore the loading by indentation at 50 MPa was repeated after a month with no 
load. Some of the relative plots are shown in Figure 14, whilst the Felicity ratio for the reloading at 
50 MPa is reported in Table 3. It can be noticed that damage is even more present than it was in the 
first place (lower Felicity ratios, events distributed in different ways with less regard for the 
geometrical centre of the laminate). It can be suggested that stress redistribution with time would 
lead to the possibility for the laminates to accommodate more damage. 
 
Load hold stress (MPa) 0 J 5 J 7.5 J 10 J 15 J 20 J 
20 250 40 60 180 120 290 
30 290 150 200 80 280 290 
40 300 180 250 280 300 300 
50 300 200 300 300 300 300 

 
Table 2 Avg. persistence (in seconds) of the acoustic emission activity at load hold 

 
 
 

 
Impact energy (J) Avg. Felicity ratio 

5 0.45 
7.5 0.4 
10 0.33 
15 0.42 
20 0.27 

 
Table 3 Avg. Felicity ratio for laminates re-indented to 50 MPa after a month with no load 

 



 
Figure 4 Sample impacted (on the front) and indented (on the rear) 

 
Figure 5a Flexural strength for laminates impacted at different energies 



 
Figure 5b Flexural modulus for laminates impacted at different energies 

 
Figure 6 Indentation linear stiffness for laminates impacted at different energies 

 



 
Figure 7 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for non-impacted laminates 

at the different indentation stresses  

 
Figure 8 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted with energy equal to 5 Joules at 

the different indentation stresses. AER is “AE resuming” load and PRL the previously reached load 



 
Figure 9 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted 

with energy equal to 7.5 Joules at the different indentation stresses 

 
Figure 10 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted 

with energy equal to 10 Joules at the different indentation stresses 



 
Figure 11 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted 

with energy equal to 15 Joules at the different indentation stresses 

 
Figure 12 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted 

with energy equal to 20 Joules at the different indentation stresses 



 
Figure 13 Avg. Ib values for laminates impacted at different energies and indented with different stresses 

 

4. Conclusions 
 
Damage progression with the application of growing impact energies to E-glass/polyester woven 
composites has been studied using acoustic emission during the application of further damage on 
the opposite side of the laminate by using a step indentation procedure. AE data analysis has been 
performed by using 2-D localisation plots and amplitude distribution. AE localisation enabled 
discerning between damage produced by flat-end indentor, which resulted in more sparsely 
distributed AE and that generated by hemispherical impactor, which led to a more localised AE. 
This includes the study of Ib value obtained with the application of a second higher threshold to the 
signals, which allowed clarifying that fastest crack growth is related to first indentation at 20 MPa. 
In addition, load is also applied some time after the step indentation cycle, in which case the 
continuing presence of the Felicity effect was verified.  
The general sense of this study is confirming the validity of the step loading approach for acoustic 
emission monitoring and suggesting the possibility of post-impact damage analysis also with multi-
parameter study on signals acquired from resonant sensors, without recurring to more complex 
modal analysis tools. 

 



 
Figure 14 Localisation (left) and amplitude history plots (right) for laminates impacted 

at the different energies and reloaded by indentation at 50 MPa after a month with no applied load 
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